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FAREWELL MESSAGE FROM THE CAPTAIN
We have had a reputation for getting things done with
the minimum of advertisement and fuss and above all
for ‘reliable running’. This is no mean achievement
for a 20 year old and reflects credit on all, in particular
the technical people who worked many long hours to
attain it. All departments have pulled together to make
Caprice an efficient fighting unit and we may be proud
of our contribution to her long record of service. Our
thanks are due to the editorial team who made this
production possible.

I feel honoured to have been asked to write the
foreword to this account of Caprice’s latest
commission. It is true to say that our fortunes have
been ‘capricious’ during the last eighteen months. I
have talked to you all a great many’ times and have
too often had to face you with some tit-bit of
unpalatable news. No Hong Kong or Japan, no
Mediterranean high lights, and finally, worst of all
perhaps, no Fort Lauderdale. We have had more than
our share of disappointments but on the credit side we
had a good time in Australia, so long ago we can hardly
remember it, the people of British Guiana were most
hos-pitable, Barbados and Warwick Camp were fun,
and we liked the only American port we saw - Key
West. Few Ship’s Com-panies have seen so many
different parts of the world in one commission. Few
Destroyers have steamed so far.

Finally, eighteen months away from home is a long
time. We have all been longing to get back and most
of you will be on leave when you receive this magazine,
which is going all the way to Hong Kong for printing.
I hope you all have a very good, well-deserved leave
and that you get what you want for your next jobs.
The best of luck to you all.
J. R. ALSTON.

We have not worked with anyone squadron long
enough to win trophies or efficiency prizes, nor have
we ever been ‘inspected’. But we have done a great
deal of operational time and, serving on
three stations between Sydney and Key West (the long
way round), Caprice has never been found wanting.
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THE COMMISSION
or
FROM MYSTIC EAST TO THE CALYPSO ISLES
Battery in company with Bulwark, Caesar Cassandra,
Paramatta and Yarra. During the exercise we had our
first chance to operate with helicopters, both in the A/
S and amphibious assault role. We also carried out a
successful bombardment. We arrived back in the Naval
Base on the 19th August for 2 weeks maintenance
before the Australian cruise.
On the 28th August we sailed for Australia in company
with Tiger, Cassandra and Wave Master. Crossing the
Line on the night of 29th/30th ‘August, we were
honoured by a visit from King Neptune and his court.
Many a young sailor, and a surpris-ing number of the
older members of the Ships Company, including our
venerable Engineer Officer, were required to muster
and be duly punished at King Neptune’s Defaulters. It
was a most enjoyable day and Neptune’s Queen was
found to have a remarkably powerful voice - she would
be an asset as Buffer of a ship!
Passage exercises with Tiger, Cassandra and Wave
Master continued and by 1700 on the 31st, when
Caprice detached to go to Darwin to collect mails, we
were fully ready to meet the Australian Fleet and show
them how to hunt submarines. The passage to Darwin
was only remarkable in that it was our first port of call
in Australia, however, we were met at the bar by a
launch with our mail and set course straight away to
rejoin the force to the North. One day spent cleaning
ship in Vari Vari anchorage following the passage of
the Torres Strait and we were off again into the Coral
Sea to join the Australian Fleet.

“ What a Mishap ! “
We started in many different parts of U.K. Some of us
met for the first time in Vernon, Collingwood, Whale
Island, Dryad or Mercury, others did not meet until
they arrived in Terror. However, most of us must have
wondered, as we sat in train, aircraft and bus, what the
next eighteen months held for us.
For the first three or four months it appeared that the
ship was doomed never to leave the Singapore area.
Six weeks in dockyard hands,
For the first three or four months it appeared that the
ship was doomed never to leave the Singapore area.
Six weeks in dockyard hands, one week trials, followed
by two weeks of work-up, then back to dockyard again
for six weeks to repair the damage sustained in our
collision with Cassandra. Things looked pretty rusty
indeed. However, everyone did his best to show we
were not really down. The result was a very successful
exercise and we were able to romp through a token
three day’s work-up the following week.
Our troubles, however, were not over yet. On
completion of our work-up we paid an informal visit
to Pulau Bukum, where the Shell Company, who for
some years had had a very good liaison with the 8th
D.S., entertained us very well. The following Monday
we sailed the two or three miles to Singapore Roads to
join the Showboat fleet and prepare to show off the
Navy to the local V.I.P.’s. The very next day, engine
failure put us out of the running, and we had to creep
back to the Naval Base for repairs. The Black Gang
were having a hard time indeed. However, with their
usual tenacity the Engine Room staff managed to make
good the damage in time for us to sail for Exercise

“ Mind my Bike! “
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League and second half Union!! We left Cairns on 12th
October and joined Cassandra and Ambush the other
end of the Torres Straits soon after lunch on Sunday,
14th October. The passage back to Singapore was fairly
uneventful, but included some useful exercises with
Cassandra and Ambush and, on the 15th and 16th
October, maritime aircraft from Northern Australia.
One event of note during the return passage was
Ambush’s action on receipt of the signal “Recreational
rig may be worn on the upper deck.” As we drew up
alongside for a transfer, so the “cricket team” appeared
on the submarine upper deck and started to play!
Then followed two months refit in Singapore. During
this time we were able to indulge in a large amount of
sport of all kinds. Many people took station leave to
various parts of Malaya, and a few were able to get to
Hong Kong.
Christmas came and with it the Brunei trouble. Though
the ship was completely immobile we did take quite a
fair part in it. Four of the communica-tions division,
Midshipman North and the Navigat-ing officer were
sent over to Brunei to help in various ways. Later still,
A.B’s Stapeley and Davidson were sent off as part of
a naval land force. The Navigat-ing officer and
Midshipman North thoroughly enjoyed themselves
doing river patrols in fast open boats and often
commanding small units of ghurkas and marines. The
communications ratings Muir, Smith, Brown and Kidd
found an interesting niche in the H.Q. at Labuan, while
Stapeley and Davidson, when searching a junglecovered island, barely escaped snake bites by some
hard running! Everyone else was able to enjoy a
somewhat alcoholic Christmas, either in Singapore or
in the Federation. Terror certainly proved to be a very
well-furnished Naval Barracks. Chippy was even seen
playing
golf
with
E.A.
Coverdale

Exercise Tucker Box Coral Sea.
We joined forces with the Australians at 2230 on
Sunday, 9th September, and commenced Exercise
Tucker Box at midnight. Though at times it ap-peared
a bit slow and boring, Exercise Tucker Box was a most
realistic exercise where, in particular, the value of good
co-operation between ships, maritime patrol aircraft
and the shore headquarters was fully emphasised.
Caprice did not, in fact, get very much action in the A/
S role during the first part of the exercise, but there
was any amount of changing of station, replenishment
at sea, helicopter transfers and plane-guard duties to
be done, and we did not really get time to be bored.
One day’s gunnery, including- AA, surface and NGS
firing was useful, and then we returned to the A/S role
for the final two days of the exercise.
At 1300 on Monday, 17th September, the com-bined
fleets entered Sydney harbour, unfortunately in typical
Clyde weather, and after a somewhat tedious two hours
at anchor waiting for our berth, we arrived alongside
at Circular Quay at 1630.
Ten days maintenance in Sydney was just what the
doctor ordered, though how we ever got any
main-tenance done is a mystery. The Australian gave
us a wonderful time, and many of us would dearly love
to go back again. All good things, however come to an
end, and on Friday 28th September we sailed with
Tiger, Cassandra, Vampire and Loch Killisport for a
forenoon’s exercises followed by, surely, the slowest
passage ever made to Brisbane; the average speed was
about 8½ knots. Brisbane, capital of Queensland, was
very hospitable to us and most people thoroughly,
enjoyed themselves. Our arrival caused very little stir
indeed compared with the incredulous outcry in press
and radio about our hitchhikers, who rejoined the ship
in Brisbane, having left it in Sydney
Cairns, a rather quiet little holiday resort, was the next
call - here we had surely the most peculiar game of
Rugby ever played - 20 minutes each way - first half

“Stand to - Aircraft Port”
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off Port Said and arrived in Malta on the 14th. Having
spent a week at 23 Grand Harbour, renewing old
acquaintances, and tasting once more beverages
provided by Messrs. Simmonds, Farsons & Cisk, we
went to sea for two days to make sure we were ready
in all respects for an invasion of the ship by some 30
budding Gunnery Officers. What a fate!
The Long Course (G) firings started on Monday 25th
and the first week was a terrific success. There is little
doubt that we had now reached a peak of efficiency.
All concerned worked very hard to ensure the success
of this noisy fortnight, and the result was that the first
group of Long Course officers left the ship feeling that
we were the most efficient ship they had ever seen!
Well done all. The second week was almost as
successful, though we did have a certain amount of
material failure. This was very quickly put right by
the maintainers, and the fortnight finished in a blaze
of smoky glory. Then followed most of a week in
Sliema - our first time in Sliema! On Friday 15th
March, the Ides of March in fact, we sailed to Naples
for a five day visit before commencing a maintenance
period. Naples is never a favourite port of call, but it
was the first time any of us had set foot in Europe in
over a year and it was interesting on that score.
Three weeks maintenance commenced on Monday
25th March, and most of us managed to relax a bit for
three weeks. Quite a number of Caprice wives came
out, and the good old cry - “But I’m R.A., Chief” was
heard again. It was not until the end of this maintenance
period that the news was received that we were to be
sent to the West Indies Station. This was one change
of plans, which was almost universally popular!

“ The Bus.”
On January 18th, 1963, Caprice left Singapore for the
last time, having completed post refit trials and a short
refresher work-up at Pulau Tioman. Steam-ing North
West from Singapore Straits for the first time in the
commission, we made the passage of the Malacca
Straits without mishap and turned West South West
for the Maldives. After considerable speculation as to
whether the Navigating Officer would miss Gan and
end up “out of gas” somewhere in the Indian Ocean,
we did, in fact, arrive, fuelled and set off again to Male.
We arrived in Male on the 24th January, and took over
the duties of Male guard ship from H.M.S. Owen. The
few days here were spent largely in painting, fishing
and swimming, though the Captain and the First
Lieu-tenant proved they were made of sterner stuff by
beating all corners at tennis!
H.M.S. Whitby arrived on 30th January to relieve us
and at 1100 we said goodbye to that delightful coral
atoll, and set course for Gan to refuel. After two hours
fuelling in the early morning, we were off again, this
time heading North West. In the now well-known
Caprice style of doing things (If you can’t give us a
submarine, give us an aircraft) we bullied R.A.F. Gan
into giving us a Shackleton to play with during the
afternoon, and then found another waiting for us as
we approached Aden on the 5th February.
Two evenings in Aden provided excellent shopping
and we were lucky in that we arrived at about the
coolest part of the year. Leaving Aden at mid-day on
the 7th February, we proceeded to the Red Sea and a
meeting with H.M.S. Cavendish at 20 knots. A very
brief N.E.X. took place at dawn on the 9J:h February
and was followed by a brief exchange of signals.
Continuing to Sue2 at 15 knots, we arrived at our
anchorage at 2200 on the 10th. After waiting at Suez
nearly 36 hours for the pilot, we finally made our
passage of the canal on l2th February, fuelled at sea

“ Some B - - - - is pulling the wrong way! “
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THE THIRD LEG
Arriving in Bermuda on 7th May after steaming 2,986
nautical miles from Gibraltar at an average speed of
20.3 knots (well done the Black Gang!) we hoped for
a short rest and a look around that Atlantic paradise.
Once again, however, we were disappointed, and 9th
May found Caprice off again to Haiti, one of many
West Indian trouble spots. Another 1,000 miles at over
economical speed. Having taken over Haiti guard ship
duties from a somewhat exuberant Cavalier, another
old ac-quaintance from the Far East, we were left to
amuse ourselves for what must surely stand as the most
boring thirteen days of the commission. We were all
heartily glad to turn our backs on the Gonave Channel
when the crisis blew over on 25th May.
We arrived in Kingston the same evening and
proceeded to make the best of the town for four days.
Kingston did not have very much to offer, however,
and it was very nice to know that we were going to be
allowed a few days in Barbados before going off to
another trouble spot, British Guiana. Three days
passage preceded a very pleasant four days in
Barbados. This made it all the more difficult to “switch
to work” once again and head for Georgetown, which
promised to be another very boring job. However,
much to everybody’s delight, B.G. turned out to be
most enjoyable, between periods of sentry duty and
patrol, that is. In fact it is probably true to say that it
was second only to Sydney as a “run ashore”.
Let us not let anyone forget that, though we played
hard, we also worked hard, and in fact earned
considerable praise at the end of our stay from all in
authority over us. There is no doubt at all that Caprice’s
presence in B.G. at this time went a long way to
deterring open violence and easing the tasks of the
Police and the Army. It should be noted here that the
staff of the B.W.O. worked extremely hard for long
hours to give very efficient service to the Governor of
E.G. and the Army - well done the Communicators.
Our radio and electrical experts were also of great value
ashore and proved themselves capable of tackling all
kinds of repair work. The I.S. Platoon (though
invariably quoted in the Press as Marines or Soldiers!)
did sterling work, as did the Power Station sentries, of
course. In fact, the whole ship proved itself as an
efficient team.
The day came at last for us to turn over to URSA and
go back to Bermuda for three weeks much needed
maintenance, followed, we hoped, by a couple of
“jollies” before the long passage home. Stopping very
briefly for fuel in Barbados we arrived in Bermuda at
1900 on 11th July. The engines were rung off and both

boilers allowed to go cold for the first time in over
three weeks, as we had had to keep one boiler “warm”
for the last seventeen days in B.G.
Bermuda and a cold ship were very welcome to
everybody, as we had not had more than four days
alongside (apart from B.G., which-, you will agree, was
a rather special case) since leaving Malta on 17th April.
The main attraction in Bermuda was undoubtedly
Warwick Camp. There must be very few of the Ship’s
Company who did not visit or stay at Warwick Camp
at some stage of our maintenance period, and all who
used it will, I am sure, agree that we owe a large debt
of gratitude to the Bermuda Regiment for lending us
their camp and to Lt. Oliver, R. S. Bell and Petty Officer
Greeves for running it so well. And then, of course,
there was The Bus. Whereas Warwick Camp gave us
the chance to get to know and admire Bermuda - the
Bus gave Bermuda a chance to get to know and admire
Caprice! We certainly made our mark there. Well done
the- bus crew, Chippy Spragg and L/Sea Dyer in
particular.
The last task of our commission started on 5th August
when we sailed for Cay Sal and Key West. We were to
have spent the last long week-end in Fort Lauderdale,
but true to the Caprice tradition, plans were changed
at the last moment once more, and a second very short
week-end was spent in. Key West. The Cay Sal Patrol
will be very fresh in most people’s memories, so brief
mention and praise for the landing parties, who got
bitten almost to death by mosquitoes, will suffice.
However, I will quote here the signal sent by
S.N.O.W.I. to Caprice on leaving Key West: “ Well done. Please pass on to your ships company my
appreciation of their fine efforts during recent patrol.
A worth while task was well carried out. Your
successors will have their work cut out to better your
bag.”
To conclude, may I wish all readers the very best of
luck for the future and a happy homecoming on
Wednesday week, and add that, though we have
travelled many many miles through open ocean and
reef-strewn waters alike, we have never (yet) got lost
nor run aground - I like my runs ashore!!
J. A. H. MITCHELL
Editor.
29th August 1963
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COMMISSION MILEAGE AND HOURS UNDERWAY
March

Nil

January

3,562

226¾

April

Nil

February

4,504.5

30l¾

May

4,760

March

1,492.7

1l3½

June

Nil

April

5,365.3

319

July

3,389

249

May

6,454.9

578½

August

5,110.5

308¼

June

924.3 56

September 6,440.5

448½

July

1,674.7

95

October

4,612.2

346

August

5,224.5

351¾

November

Nil

December

Nil

1,638 hrs.

1963 Total 29,202.9

1962 Total 24,312.2

286

2,042 hrs.

Combined Total 53,515 Miles in 3,394 hours.
Expected Total for September 3,762 Miles in 235 hours.
Making a Grand Total for the Commission of 57,277 in 4,285 hours.
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THE COMMISSION STORY
1 Fourteenth of March the ‘plane took off,
In the year of Sixty-two;
As the U.K. slipped astern our tail,
Then we knew the buzz was true

11 Oh, the guns went bang and the breeches clanged,
And the shells they zoomed away;
Some eardrums are not functioning,
Up to this very day!!

2 To the Far, far East the chit had said,
For eighteen months - or more??
Goodbye to wife and feather bed,
To months on a foreign shore.

12 Lower Deck was cleared in APRIL,
The Captain had lots to say;
He told us when we were Paying Off,
And sailing to Bahamas in MAY.

3 We all stood there in our suits so white,
The commission pennant slipped,
D-Eight said” work up” me lads,
Weeks later we were all quite piqued.

13 So off we went to Bermuda,
Through an Atlantic gale,
But our Caribbean cruise was not to be had,
and neither was our U.K. mail!!

4 MAY came round, the hard work O’er,
But dreams of Hong Kong crashed;
‘Cassandra” came inboard our ship,
Right through the bulkheads smashed.

14 Long, hot weeks we spent at Haiti,
Waiting for the trouble to start;
A month without leave, days, without mail,
And no chance to depart.

5 Weeks in ‘Terror’ we dripped and moaned,
Until our stern was new;
Then CASEX was the order of the day,
Believe me - that got through!!

15 JUNE came round so slowly,
Then off the leash we came;
The ‘Players’ ashore in Barbados,
Lordy, what a game!!!

6 SEPTEMBER came, and Aussie-land, A good time
had by all;
Sydney, Cairns and Brisbane,
Our sailors” had a ball”.

16 Local produce of course was RUM,
I think that was it’s name??
Since the first pint tippled down,
We haven’t been the same! !

7 Long refit we laboured through,
In Tropical routine;
Then the Eighth D.S. disbanded,
We sailed for a change of scene.

17 Then trouble in British Guiana,
So off we went’ two-six’,
To show the local rioters,
A few of the I.S. “tricks”.
CHORUS, in CALYPSO time, of course:
Oh, come to sunny Georgetown man,
And have yourself a run;
Get” punched-up”, or “choked and robbed”,
Unless you wear a gun!! !

8 To the cold, cold Med we journeyed,
Via Aden, Male and Gan;
To join the Twenty-Third they said,
At Malta was ‘the plan’.
9 The time has come the ‘Hands’ all said,
To think of other things;
of leave, and sport and Marsa Vin,
And girls and Cha Cha Pangs! !

18 Altogether it wasn’t too bad,
SOME didn’t want to go;
The last day at the send-off,
They put on quite a show! !
REPEAT CHORUS (in Calypso time, of course.)

10 The runs ashore were splendid,
Headaches were many on show;
Then the Long ‘G’ Officers came aboard,
That was a terrible blow.

19 September looms quite close now,
The Twelfth is almost night;
Soon we’ll enter POMPEY,
With our pennant flying high.
FINIS. Cha. Cha. Doe. BLODGE.
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THE LAWS OF THE NAVY
By: RONALD A. HOPWOOD, Admiral (1896)
Now these are the laws of the Navy.
Unwritten and varied they be;
And he that is wise will observe them,
Going down in his ship to the sea;
As naught may outrun the destroyer,
Even so with the law and its grip,
For the strength of the ship is the Service,
And the strength of the Service, the Ship.

Do they growl? It is well: be thou silent,
So that work goeth forward amain;
La, the gun throws her shot to a hair’s breadth,
And shouteth, yet none shall complain.
Do they growl and the work be retarded?
It is ill, speak, whatever their rank;
The half-loaded gun also shouteth,
But can she pierce armour with blank?

Take heed what ye say of your rulers,
Be your words spoken softly or plain,
Lest a bird in the air tell the matter,
And so ye shall hear it again.

Doth the paintwork make war with the funnels?
Do the decks to the cannon complain?
Nay, they know that some soap or a scraper,
Unites them as brothers again:
So ye, being Heads of Departments,
Do your growl with a smile on your lip,
Lest ye strive and in anger be parted,
And lessen the might of your ship.

If ye labour from morn until even,
And meet with reproof for your toil,
It is well- that the gun may be humbled,
The compressor must check the recoil.

Dost deem that thy vessel needs gilding,
And the dockyard forbear to supply?
Place thy hand in thy pocket and gild her,
There be those who have risen thereby.

On. the strength of one link in the cable,
Dependeth the might of the chain;
Who knows where thou mayest be tested?
So live that thou bearest the strain!

Dost think in a moment of anger,
Tis well with thy seniors to fight?
They prosper, who burn in the morning,
The letters they wrote over-night;
For some there be, shelved and forgotten,
With nothing to thank for their fate,
Save that (on a half-sheet of foolscap),
Which a fool” had the honour to state-”.

When the ship that is tired returneth,
With the signs of the sea showing plain,
Men place her in dock for a season,
And her speed she reneweth again.
So shalt thou, lest, perchance, thou grow weary
In the altermost parts of the sea,
Pray for leave, for the good of the Service,
As much and as oft as may be.

Uncharted the rocks that surround thee,
Take heed that the channels thou learn,
Lest thy name serve to buoy for another,
That shoal, the Courts-martial Return,
Though Armour the belt that protects her,
The ship bears the scar on her side;
It is well if the Court shall acquit thee,
It were best hadst thou never been tried.

Can’st follow the track of the dolphin,
Or tell where the sea swallows roam?
Where Leviathan taketh his pastime?
What ocean he calleth his home?
Even so with the words of thy Rulers,
And the orders those words shall convey,
Every law is as naught beside this one ” Thou shall not criticize, but obey!”
Saith the wise, “How may I know their purpose?”
These acts without wherefore or why:
Stays the fool but one moment to question,
And the chance of his life passeth by.

Now these are the laws of the Navy,
Unwritten and varied they be:
And he that is wise will observe them,
Going down in his ship to the sea.
If the wave rises clear to the hawse pipe,
Washes aft, and is lost in the wake,
So shall ye drop astern, all unheeded,
Such time as the law ye forsake.

If ye win through an African jungle,
Un mentioned at home in the Press,
Heed it not: no man seeth the piston,
But it driveth the ship none the less.
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ELEC. DIVISIONAL NOTES
He successfully baulked all our endeavours by almost
never having anyone spare that we wanted at anyone
time. Monty, we the vanquished salute you! !
Many have taken a keen interest in the essential work
carried out by us (without one drip!) on behalf of the
community. To quote just one example when things
would just not go right with the Water Coolers, it was
no less a person than the Chief of Police who spurred
us to even greater efforts with those immortal words,
“What’s wrong with the Water Cooler, whack?” For
this and many other pearls of wisdom, we are truly
grateful.
We have so far moved station 3 times, but it is now
definite that the buzz spread by R. Mech. Jones that
we were refitting in Yokohama is not true.
We would also like to make it clear that R.E.M. Pyman,
despite what a lot of people think, was not sent to us
instead of No. 42 Commando, and LE.M. Murphy is
not on loan from the Malayan Navy.
The divisional sporting contingent’s moment of the
commission, was that memorable game of foot-ball in
which LEM Flook struck the goal post and lost his
front teeth and for months afterwards looked like Ted
Loon.
To conclude, this has been a commission, which will
have memories, some good, some bad, for all of us.
May you all have a good leave and a blue card next
commission.
And finally, we close as we usually begin the day with
the now popular phrase,
“What’s everybody doing this morning, Chief?”

In history the month of March has shown much
significance, for instance Caesar was told by his oracles
to beware of the Ides of March.
Unfortunately, the only oracle (apart from the Matelots
inbred suspicion of Foreigns) who said any-thing to
us was C.N.D. and even then it was not a warning, but
a draft chit.
So duly in the month of March, we said our goodbyes
and left home and beauty to join the ship in Singapore.
Many of us much against our better judgement actually
volunteered for this commission, little realis-ing that
the whole system to which we had been previously
accustomed was to be ripped asunder and we were to
be split into two sections, one known as Weapons &
Radio, the other Marine Electrical.
Our achievements to date have been enormous. We
have successfully waged war against the upper deck
technicians led by their indomitable General “Keep
off the beading Mcgarry” and his A.D.C. “The
brightwork looks nice today Daisy.”
We have on occasions deprived Barney and his bandits
of the Spud Peeler and mixing machine in retaliation
for plastic eggs, carrots and bangers.
We have had so many carrots this commission that
even Bernard Jackson’ s eye-sight has improved.
The ship has been darkened at high speed on
un-announced occasions but never in the middle of a
cocktail party. (Why not?)
That piece of machinery close to all our hearts, the
Donkey Boiler, has been kept running on and off
despite numerous attempts at sabotage by Mr. Chang
Fai and George Coulson.
Our adaptability is known and respected through-out
the ship, - after all, the forward ventilation system was
successfully converted into an auxiliary fire main every
time the ship posed as a submarine, and gave of its
best in Malta and Sydney, where most of you will
remember it was a trifle cold.
To be generous, we must admit that one person has
stood against all our onslaughts and has carried the
day - Monty.

GAR.
p.s. To allay any suspicions other departments may
have, we wish to make it known we are not affiliated
to any Trade Union.
SHOP STEWARD “L”
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TAS DIVISION
After completion of Command team training, it was
generally agreed that Caprice was a gunner ship, and
that apart from being invited to take part in the
occasional Banyan, we had no need to get our heads
up before sighting the Still and West some-time in
September ’63.

Total U.C. Operating hours, 542 hours or 650,440
pings! ! !
In addition we have joined forces with Australians,
New Zealanders, Turks, Greeks and the odd vessel
from Paula U.K. in our hunt for the not always
elusive S/M.
This score when compared with the rival depart
ment is quite formidable.
It is agreed that they closed up on the odd occasion,
but until a team of experts arrived from U.K. to
show them around the equipment, it was doubtful if
we could hit Sliema front from No. 3 buoy.
However, they’ve promised to try in the future.
To return, the UWs have discharged the follow-ing
missiles:12 Torpedoes (1 Live)
126 A/S projectiles
2 Spanners
2 Nosebolts.
All successfully, which goes to prove that each team
either end must be efficient.
Moral of this dit - never go to a gunnery ship.
The TAS division was composed of the following:

“Fire One! “
The division of spoils, therefore, was as follows,
Caboosh wise:Lowen for the ACR, Lees for the Work Shop,
Headey for the diving store.
All others handling room. Beagley had first refusal
on keeping live fish bait in the dome, and all civilian
clothes could be hung in the Instrument space.
The TASO was to be shaken every payday, whether
he’d had enough sleep or not.
Very satisfactory.
However, with the inauguration of the Weapons and
Radio party - in addition to discovering that the S/
Ms at Singapore were not welded to the jetty, we
were invited to clear out and/or do something
destructive.
This is the shape of exercises.
The score to date has been in hours:470 with S/Ms
48 at the ATH
24 using miscellaneous materials (I.E.)
Triplane targets, Reefs, a Whale, and a tin trunk
suspended beneath a Danbuoy. The latter proved to
be quite unresponsive due to the Gunner’s clothes
contained therein getting soggy.

P.O. Adams Daisy (Come Along Then)
AB Lowen Fred
AB Young Brig
AB Darnell Danny
L/S Dossett ‘Doss’
AB Fox
Freddy
AB Lufl
Stormy
AB Beagley Beag’s
AB KnaptonButch
AB Black Stanley
O/S Treagus Treagie
O/S Gates Geordie
L/S Smith Greyhound
AB Lees
Blowing Head
AB Harris Ginger
AB Buoy Buddy
O/S Headey Deeps
O/S Challinor Moony
O/S Hudson Rock
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TASI
UC 2
UC 2
UC 3
UC 3
UC 3
UC 3
UC 3
UC 3
UC 3
UC 3
DC 3
UW 2
UW 3
UW 3
UW 3
UW 3
UW 3
UW 3

THE DOSH’S LAMENT
or DON’T GO DOWN THE SICK BAY DADDY - YOU’RE BANNED
1. Many attended the Sick Bay,
With abrasions, headaches, and “flu”
The queue was long and doleful,
And cases were sometimes ill too! !
2. Oft times diseases were treated,
Some, I viewed with alarm;
But they cleared up with a jab and a bottle,
Can’t sit down, but worked like a charm.
3. Once per month they went to the” Asian”
Blood donors for all was the code,
So much for the Far East Station,
Much more I’d be over the wall.
4. Thousands of aspirins and codeines,
Flowed like the Danube in June,
Headaches are painful I’ll grant you,
But” tosh” played its part, I presume!!
5. Rangers were few, barring Kelley.
He was always filled with great gloom;
Spent longer holding his belly,
Than down in the Chief’s Engine Room! !
6. I could tell hilarious stories,
But professional ethics you know;
The groans, the shrieks and the moanings,
Must stay in my memory low.
7. The commission has now almost ended,
All “blodges” can go and be damned;
If our paths cross again in the future,
Remember you’re all ruddy” banned” ! !
“Doc”

+

“ I Gotta Horse! “
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In a recent survey carried out in a shore establishment, a group of Juniors lately returned
from their first trip at sea were asked questions relating to the duties of their superiors.
This was how one bright young spark reacted;The Gunnery Officer
He spends half his life on the G.D.P., the other half at
Whale Island. When on the G.D.P. he is surrounded by
such a complexity of equipment that he very often
seems to lose his temper when things do not work.
Into his microphone he roars en-couragement, abuse,
the first thing that comes into his head. He hates the
Flyplane E.A., anyone who doesn’t like guns and the
TAS branch. He likes loud bangs, Whale Island, the
G.L

The 1st Lt.
He has shares in ICI for he contrives for us to use as
much paint as is humanly possible, if not more. He
always arrives at the place you’re supposed to be
working just before you intended to slide away for a
smoke, or is there when you return from having one.
He never misses both watches, he hates people who
do. He also hates dirty paintwork, stokers, people out
of the rig of the day, and make and mends. He likes
clean boats, polished brass and painted decks. He never
eats his breakfast before both watches.

The TAS Officer
If not seen clothed from head to foot in a rubber suit,
he is to be seen casting a critical eye round the A/S
PLOT or the A.C.R. He loves underwater noises and
always gives of his best during a CASEX or when
shouting at divers, who invariably pretend not to hear
him - this leads him to speak English of a nature not
often heard, and is all the more wonderful for that very
reason. He hates the Gunnery Branch, submarines
which fire green flares, the A.C.R.’s crew. He likes
the Squid, diving, and submarines, which fire white
smoke candles.
GHB

The Nav. Officer
In harbour a contented man, at sea the most worried
man on the ship. He is always seen poring, over charts
or thumbing through the China Sea Pilot Vol II. If he
is not doing either of these, he is squinting through a
sextant or azimuth circle- - occasionally he stares out
to sea as if hoping that a signpost will magically appear.
He likes R.P’s, the Loran, and harbours. He hates
anyone who maintains RADAR, ARL Tables or the
Log” the bridge messenger for putting Cocoa cups on
his charts, and people who ask him “where are we,
sir? “

The Victorious F.X.

Reflections on leaving Georgetown
“Hands fall in for leaving Harbour”
SPERLASH ! ! ! ! !

“ All Taut and Secure! “
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WOT WE DUN THISH COMMISH
(Do you read me)
AIRDT OOTAZ OVT OAR ING SOD WANT
IDT OOTAKE KA- SOV NEWZ PAY PERS
ONTOOB RIDGE. INMAWL TERD ERN
STRIED TOON OKELOU TOV CARBUM
PERWIV IZ I AM DON .DVEROK A SHOND
OK MAY DENT ELD ATE FIR ATE AT OODAIB
EE AN DEN FOUN DOUTEA AD NOTE EEF.
MEN EEWEN TON T RIP STEW POM PEA
AND 00 VES OOV YUS W AREITWO ZB
IGLIME AZLI FTWOZ BUS TIDOUN.. LAR
STWEE KEN DIN MAWL TAR WOZ EL
GRUSHAZ MUT CHAZ PAS SIBEL ETC ETC
ETC ! ! ! !

A W LINMEEM INDIZ INNER JUM BLAZ IR
ITE SOVM ENWIV NO ONGC ONG VIZIT.
MEN EEODDFIN GSAZ AT PENDLI KEPLAY
INBUM SERD AIZ EYWIV MANOV MIRRER.
Y EAHYB UMDUSIN AR SEND ANPIE TUZIN
AR BERFERS IX WEE KS. WOTAT IME WEE
ADD, FI VM UNT SOU TOVL ESSDANTEN
INT ERROR. SIT LIN OZ ZEEWEE ADER
GOODT IME, WO TWIVK ELY GET INCLOB
ERDIN SID-NEE ANDIZ I BE INSH OWN ONT
ELLYIN BRIZ-BN AZEX ARM BLOV OW
ELLWE WOZ RIGG DF’ER PYR ERTSAT KID
SPAR TEE, ITWOZEAR DAT FOUS ENSPV
JEL LEAF ISHIZ MUCK DUP DEEZ LLS.’ INC
AIRN SITWOZ DAT SUMP OUNDM UCHIN
TRES TIN GURL SFROM OHM OVB IG
WITENERS. INS INGER SLOW DSGOT TOON
AHM ERYOV. BOO GYS TREE TOR UV
ERSIN JAY BEE ANS UMEER EN WEN TTHEIRF ERK’ RIS MUSAN DNUY EAR. LAR
STFINGINS INGER SWOZ COCK T ALEDOOF
OR CHEE FIZON POIN TIDEND OVSH IPWI
CHWOZ GREYT SUCK SES. INMAR LEE
AIGOV JUNE YERS MESS CHA STLTT LLF
ISHIZ AND DGO TO OR TB I
B I .
GEEL.
THA TWOZ
LIT LLC A M P

“ The Veterans.”

I REMEMBER . . . 1944 - 63
I remember …

only experience on “boats” was in the Serpen-tine. A
short refit in Dalmuir, with enjoyable runs ashore in
Glasgow, and parties given to the “brave” matelots.
by the decidedly biased girls who worked in the
dockyard offices. In those days Jack was a real stroppy
lad - ashore !

H.M.S. Caprice, March, 1944. Upper deck a mass of
tangled wires, hawsers, welding equipment and a
heterogeneous collection of items which seem to
accumulate in any dockyard. Dockyard maties, some
working, some scrounging in the mess decks, some
playing cards’ down fo’ard in the Asdic caboosh, but
all with one firm purpose - get to hell out of it come
four o’clock.

I remember …
Working up trials at Tobermorray. The all-night
fruitless searching for “enemy” subs, which proved as
elusive as a decent run ashore. The Rear-Admiral in
charge, who was wont to creep up on some
un-suspecting ship, in an ordinary motor-boat and
always from under the stern - and God help the O.O.D.
who didn’t spot him. Once inboard, this upholder of
naval tradition would commence to throw fire-crackers

I remember …
Sea trials in the Firth of Clyde; swinging round for
compass bearing, opening out over the measured mile
and the deplorable attempts at seamanship by , a
collection of individuals, fifty per cent of whom had
never been further than the Isle of Wight, and where
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procure the open sesame to every girl’s heart - nylons,
which invariably did not fit; but who cared anyway!

(anti-personnel bombs, he said) all over the upper deck
and the ship’s company had to double round to avoid
them. Guy Fawkes had nothing on this chap. Next trick
was to detail some poor unsuspecting O.D. to jump
over the side. Up went the cry “Man overboard - away
sea-boats crew”. We nearly lost some good men by
the time the boats were lowered.

I remember …
Operation Monster. Escorting the big liners through
the Irish Sea out into the Atlantic. Based alternatively
at Liverpool and Greenock, we ignored the mass of Vboats, which infested the Irish Sea and the coast of
Britain. We could look after ourselves by this time,
and a sub would have to be good to hit you at 35 knots.
So we revelled in the delights of the “scouse” and the
bonnie highland lassies, and ignored the menace of
the lurking V-boats. Arrival in Liverpool with a
“monster” on V.E. morning. I cannot remember much
of what hap-pened when we went ashore, but we had
a wonderful time - so I was told.

I remember …
The journey north to Scapa, with the encouraging
words of the Rear-Admiral still ringing in our ears “You
won’t last five minutes against the Germans.” Scapa
Flow, that bastion of the Fleet, with grass and sheep
and rain. It hadn’t changed from 1941- - at least I
couldn’t see it. The beer was still rationed although
the taste was sufficient to impose a self--rationing
system. Leave from 1600 hours to 1800 hours. What a
glorious mecca. Fleet exercises - the big-ship boys had
to go out to qualify for their “duty-frees. “

I remember …
Escorting V-boats, which had surrendered - kept at a
safe distance with all guns brought to bear. Refit at
Portsmouth and the removal of the under-water
telephone cable, which wrapped itself round the screws
as we set sail for the East Gib, Malta, Alex, Suez, Aden,
Colombo. V.J. day and the mopping-up operations.
Visiting islands that I can-not name, and if I could, I
wouldn’t know how to spell. Freeing P.O.W.’s and
capturing the little yellow monsters. Leading the V.S.
Fleet into Singapore, with the “Mighty Mo” clearing
the bottom of the entrance by inches. Civil war in Java
and the evacuation of the civilians, complete with the
birth at sea of a “Heinz variety” to one of the evacuees.

I remember …
The day we took the ‘L’ plates down and went to war.
Like a driver just newly passed the test, we were now
about to get the lessons: A Russian convoy, no less. In
our state of preparedness the only thing we could shoot
were “lines”, but we learned - and fast. We had to. We
were a lucky ship, right from the start. With glassy
eyes and riveted to the deck with fear, we watched a
tin-fish come straight for us . . . . and it passed
underneath. We quickly came to the obvious conclusion
that we couldn’t always push our luck too far - so we
became a ship’s company, with faith in the Bridge and
in each other. Several convoys to Russia under our
belt and our luck still held. We changed places in the
screen with Cassandra and four hours later she had
her bows whipped off by a torpedo.

I remember …
Trincomalee, the Scapa of the East. Camels for sheep
and sand for grass. H.M.S. Caprice, riding at anchor,
as I sailed past her on board H.M.S. Saumarez bound
for Blighty.

I remember …

I remember …

Runs ashore in Russia, with our hostile allies watching
every move. Regattas in Varenga Bay. Beer-ups in
Iceland, with the inevitable clash between the “boats”
and battleships. The unholy alliance of the whole fleet
against the Yanks. The spending of a fortnight’s pay to

H.M.S. Caprice docking in Georgetown in June 1963.
It’s a funny world we live in.
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